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Executive Summary

Crown’s Corner Development - Mixed-Use Mixed-Income Development

From its location in a family favored neighborhood, to its adjacency to numerous secondary 
educational institutions and public transport, the site of 975 Nostrand Avenue presents an opportunity 
to provide to a growing Crown Heights neighborhood.

Having been designated a brownfi eld site, as well as being the subject of a long ensuing legal 
dispute between the previous owner and tenant, the site has been left barren of development while 
the neighbors, community, and city at large are all awaiting its emminent and needed development. 

Back in 2021, JDJ Development acquired the site through its subsidiary Crown’s Corner LLC, and 
is now in the process of acquiring the corner lot just north of the site to create a single assemblage 
for the planned development. 

The site’s proximity to not only Prospect Park, but also to a high density of schools in Community 
District 9, sets the foundations for a successful mixed-income development with commercial tenants 
driving the pedestrian experience on the ground fl oor below. 

The project aims to utilize a myriad of incentive structures available to the site, of which are many, 
as to off set the rising development costs and to maintain healthy investor returns.

• Fresh Bonus: the already existing contract with future tenants, Associated Supermarkets, allows 
the development to secure a large grocery tenant in a location considered a ‘food desert’, and by 
doing so, allows the added 20,000sf to the maximum allowable ZFA.

• Brownfi eld Cleanup Program BCPTC: As a subject of the brownfi eld designation, the site 
allows the use of Brownfi eld Cleanup Program in which tax credits are exchanged for 50% of 
qualifi ed costs to clean the property, and 24% of qualifi ed costs incurred to develop the property 
there onwards.

• LIHTC: With the aim of providing housing for families at all income levels, the development is 
in the process of application for the Low Income Housing Tax Credits at a fi xed 4% rate.

• It is vital for JDJ developments that two bottom lines exist for all its projects, one to that of 
investors, and the other to that of the community. As such, we aim to provide the community a 
building that poses the minimal carbon footprint achievable while housing an expanded list of 
passive design features. Hence, the Crown’s Corner development will pursue the Zone Green 
incentive which requires buildings to go beyond current city’s measures for sustainable building 
standards in return of added total fl oor area and units.

The following text presents the quantitative and qualitative analysis of development variables and 
its constituents.
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Investment Summary

Address:   975 Nostrand Avenue & 420 Montgomery Street
Submarket:   Crown Heights, Brooklyn
Type:    Mixed-Use & Mixed-Income Multifamily

Total Units:   332
Market Rate:   245
Aff ordable:   87
The Mont 420:   206
Crown 975:   126

Area Summary
Total Assemblage Area:  75,367 SF
Gross Buildable Floor Area: 415,413 SF (incl. of 61,090 SF basement fl oor)

Zoning Floor Area:  343,693 SF
Leasable Floor Area:  321,221 SF

Leasable Area Program Breakdown 
Residential:   226,661 SF
Community:   23,507 SF
Retail:    22,883 SF
Parking:   48,171 SF

Massing
Building Height:   90’-0” measured from datum
QGF Height:   17’-0” measured from datum
Lot Coverage:   65%
Typ. Floor Plate Depth:  67’-0”

$254 M
Total Development Cost

65%
LTC

4.2%
Untrended YoC

4 Year
Hold Period

4.9%
Stabilized YoC

$165 M
Total Loan Funding

5.1%
All-in-Rate (Floating)

$612
cost psf

4.50%
Exit Cap Rate
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Investment Summary Cont’d

Unlevered Project

Levered Project

LP EQUITY

90%

LP GP

LP EQUITY

$53,300,000

LP MULTIPLE

1.5x

LP IRR

15.1%

LP PROFIT

$28,600,000

GP EQUITY

10%

GP EQUITY

$5,900,000

GP MULTIPLE

1.9x

GP IRR (incl promote)

23.4%

IRR

11.2%
Multiple

1.3x

IRR

16.0%
Multiple

1.6x

GP PROFIT

$5,500,000

GP PROJECT PROFIT

$3,200,000

PROMOTE

$2,300,000
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History

Supported with the central scenic landmark that is the tree-lined Eastern Parkway, Crown Heights, 
originally called “Crow Hill”, sits comfortably adjacent to the east of Brooklyn’s premier greenery, 
Propsect Park. The area originally began as a desired resiential neighborhood for a secondary home 
for Manhattan’s growing bourgeois class, and as such, Crown Heights was one of the wealthiest 
neighborhoods in Brooklyn and its streets today continue to presents a myriad of prewar brownstone 
buildings and row houses. 

Having originally been home to a majority white population until the mid 20th Century, the 1950s 
and 1960s saw a large movement of the original Irish and Italian residents east-bound to Long 
Island, while a large portion of Lubavitch Hasidic Jewish population in the area remained. Parallel 
to the movement away was also  heightened migration into Crown Heights from the West Indies and 
the American South, and having seen that trend continue for decades onwards, Crown Heights has 
today become a unique mix of cultural concentrations by both the Hasidic Jewish and the Caribbean 
community of New York. Appropriately, while being the home of the world wide Lubavitch 
movement, beginning 1964, Crown Heights also became the annual and continuing host for the 
Labor Day Carnival celebrating Caribbean culture; an event that attracts over 3.5 million people 
each year.

Although there was previous cultural dichotomy with the two large groups residing in one 
neighborhood, with the turn of the century, after much of the crime and violence of the past 
dissipated through the 90s, Crown Heights began to gain further attraction from NYC residents and 
in turn started to experience gentrifi cation, with the greatest pick up in pace occuring in the 2010s. 
With an increased level of development occuring, there was growing discontent from the existing 
community that felt they were being pushed out of their neighborhood by incoming developers, 
often through unethical tactics, a sentiment that continues to this day. However still, Crown Heights 
continues to be a desired location of residence thanks to its the natural amenities that comes with its 
adjacency to a large park, convenience/abundance of public transport supporting the movement of 
its residents, and large number of schools in the area supporting families -and more.

Neighborhood Analysis

Brooklyn Crown Heights / Adjacencies
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Figure: Siegel. “Refl ections on Crown Heights, 30 Years Later.”
Figure: Coleman. “ e Alliance Between America’s Black and Jewish Activists Has Long Been Troubled.” 

Figure: Crown Heights Neighborhood

Figure: Mayor David Dinkins looks on while a Hasidic Jew and a black man argue during riots in Crown Heights in 1991.
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Map Source: Google My Map

Figure: Neighborhood Analysis Map
Transport, Schools, Parks & Hospitals

Subway Station

Education

Parks

Medical

2 43 5 Q Q S
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The neighborhood analysis concentrates on a fi fteen minute walking catchment area beginning from 
the site, 975 Nostrand Avenue, Brooklyn. The qualitative and quantitative analysis aims to identify 
the advantages the site and the greater neighborhood of Crown Heights, the drivers of growth 
already existing in the area, and most important to the philosophy of our team and partners, the 
current and future needs of the community.

Transport

Subways

One of the main advantages of the site is its proximity to an abudnace of public transport. As such, 
the 15 minute catchment area showcases a total of seven subway lines. Just off  the site and across 
the street is the Sterling Street station that services the 2 and 5 lines. Additionally, just a few minutes 
walk north from the site gains you access to the 3 and 4 subway lines. Finally, with a fi fteen minute 
walk to Prospect Park, west of the site, a further three lines will be available, the B, Q and S line.

The abudnace of subway lines available, with six of the seven lines accessing Manhattan in half 
an hour or less, greatly increases the possible market demographic for the site just on the matter of 
transport alone. 

Note, the Sterling Street station and the pedestrian traffi  c it entails will be a driver in the design phase 
of the development in that it will assist in addressing the location of the lobby(ies), entrance(s), 
loading dock(s) etc.

Bus

Several bus lanes are also available directly in front of the site as well as more options just a block 
further out.

Citi Bike

In addition to traditional forms of public transport, the Citi Bike has seen a continual growth in usage 
over 8 years since its inception. These publicly serving bikes provide an alternate and healthier 
option for residents in the neighborhood. With the rise in the number of bikes that are electrically 
powered, the usage is expected to go up in parallel. Given these facts, although there are Citi Bike 
docking stations closer to Prospect Park and west of the site, there are no stations in direct vicinity 
or any east of the site, ultimately creating a large void in an increasing popular form of public 
transport as presented by the map (with the pandemic acting as a catalyst for healthier life choices).

With this void is an opportunity for the 975 Nostrand Avenue site to provide the missing access to 
the community in large and expand Citi Bike’s footprint further.

B44 B43B43-SBS
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Amenities

975 Nostrastrand Avenue along with the rest of Crown Heights and Prospect Leff erts Gardens south 
of the site sit comfortably adjacent to one of the largest and sought after parks in Brooklyn, Prospect 
Park. Having this 586 acre open greenery within walking distance from the site adds great value, 
especially following the pandemic which brought about a heightened desire for open green spaces, 
especially in a city like New York. With this sentiment only forecasted to grow, the site’s proximity 
to the park will add to the development’s potential for growth.

In addition to Prospect Park, the site’s fi fteen minute walking catchment area includes various 
other open greenery and playgrounds open to public access, many of which can be attributed to the 
numerous educational institutions that exist within the site’s vicinity. 

Note, this recognition of the abudance of schools in the area is one of the drivers that begin to shape 
and defi ne this project and development purpose. 

Figure: Prospect Park from above looking east

Figure: Dodger Playground              Figure: Dodger Playground Artwork
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Graph: “Schools per sq mile”, sourced through NYC PLANNING Community District Profi les.

Trends and Patterns: Educational Services

As is apparent in the Neighborhood Analysis Map, there is an abundance of educational institutions 
within walking distance from the site. Not only relative to the site itself, the entire Community 
District 9, the district in which the site is designated, has one of the highest density of schools 
per square mile compared to its adjacent districts. In addition, the collection of schools provide 
education at all secondary year levels -as well as one CUNY college, Medgar Evers College- and at 
diff erent profi ciency levels -high schools & prepatory schools- and with varying types of specialty 
education, such as Workshop Middle School. 

The diversity of educational options within District 9 provide a greatly attractive feature for families 
with children still in school, while also having the advantage of proximity to greater business 
districts in Manhattan and Downtown Brooklyn through its adjacency to many subway lines.

As a potential target demographic, families with children in schools presents a promising feature of 
long term stay connected with the term of secondary education, a feature that may not be as apparent 
in other demographic groups. As such, the plentitude of educational services presents a potential 
driver for long term stable growth with occupancies that may be less volatile to market changes 
as families will be further discouraged to move away due to their children’s enrollment status in 
a nearby school. Hence, multifamily developments with family sized units will be able to benefi t 
most  from this feature comparative to other asset types for the site of 975 Nostrand Avenue.

However still, its proximity to Manhattan will always be a foundational feature of attraction and will 
continue to drive occupancy in a multifamily development and this gives reason to maintain a unit 
mix that still includes numerous studios and 1 bedrooms, while the overall mix still may be  more 
favorable towards 2 and potentially 3 bedroom units compared to other multifamily developments 
outside of a concentrated school district.
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A secondary feature derived from the concentration of educational services is its role in determining 
potential tenants in the commercial/retail/community portion of the building -1st and 2nd fl oors-. 
While recognizing the existing agreement with Associated Supermarkets -previous tenants- for 
16,000sf of ground fl oor space plus 5,000sf of cellar space in the new building, the second level of  
the development, as well as possibly the lot north of the site currently up for sale -955-967 Nostrand 
Avenue, 15,735sf (lot)-, provides potential for an added element of community engagement through 
a commercial tenant catering student needs.

A community program identifi ed in being a potential benefi ciary of this concentration is an after 
school learning program in which classes and tuitions exist for all levels of study with the 
ultimate goal of encouraging advanced learning and exposure to STEM subjects. Such programs are 
largely provided by institutions, most well known, Kumon, a privately held company that provides 
educational services outside of the traditional school system for reading and mathematics profi ciency 
on top of preparation for college entrance exams.

Referencing the map that highlights Kumon locations throughout NYC, an even distribution of its 
facilities can be seen spread throughout the entirety of Manhattan and western and southern portions 
of Brooklyn. However, towards Crown Heights, and the general Brooklyn east of Prospect Park, 
is absent of any of its facilities and seems they and any other organizations of its kind are yet to 
progressively expanded into this portion of the market, despite districts such as District 9 having one 
of the highest concentrations of educational institutions. 

  

           Figure: Kumon                 
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Map Source: Google My Map

Figure: Kumon Locations (NYC)
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Jackson, “Star Scholars Academy: About Us.”

Star Scholars Academy

Although Kumon is yet to expand into District 9, just a block away from 975 Nostrand Avenue sits 
Star Scholars Academy (SSA) on 903 Nostrand Avenue.

SSA is an after school program that currently serves student groups aged 4 to 11 with an additional 
section of the academy providing one on one tutorial programs for those aged 4-55. The after school 
program aims to improve Math and English fl uency and assist with ongoing school work while also 
promoting social and recreational goals through periodically held summer camps. The one on one 
tutoring program caters for a broader age range and provides personalized teaching and assistance 
by specialized tutors. 

Having initially been founded by a long time resident of Crown Heights that sought to have a 
business in the community that helped nuture him -Kofi  Jackson, CEO & Director of SSA-, the SSA 
organization holds a lot of promise in appealing to the community at large in two main aspects.

1. Driving off  of SSA and Kofi  Jackson’s ambitions, the relationship and ties the organizatinon has 
to the neighborhood and its community, especially the younger generation, and a track record of 
dedication to stand fi rmly behind it, is an invaluable trait of any potential tenant that can only come 
from locals that have resided in the area for some years. In an environment like today where the 
residents of the board have been expressing discontent with new development and their continued 
high vacancies, SSA can bring to the table a level of trust and a potential bridge between the two 
occasionally contradictory parties. 

2. The second aspect of appeal in fact comes from a current void in SSA and District 9’s services 
in that in comparison to Kumon which typically provides learning for student groups of all ages, 
SSA’s after school program is currently missing services dedicated for those 12 and up and until 
college preparations, which is a potentially large demographic, especially in District 9. This 
uncaptured demographic can itself be a selling point in promising that greater access to higher level 
of education, added sources of academic support, and exposure to a myriad of experiences -STEM- 
will be provided to the community through SSA’s move or expansion onto 975 Nostrand Avenue as 
a designated community facility.
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Jackson, “Star Scholars Academy: About Us.”

Figure: Star Scholars Academy Class 1

Figure: Star Scholars Academy Class 2
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Figure: Neighborhood Analysis Map
Food & Beverage & Groceries/Supermarkets
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Trends and Patterns: Groceries

As visible in the Neighborhood Analysis Map, there is a 
large area within Crown Heights and Prospect Leff erts 
Gardens, which is void of any supermarkets or large 
grocery chains, whether at a franchise level or at a more 
community scale. This lack of concentration creates 
a food dessert for thousands of residents, especially 
families that may be more inclined to cook at home 
rather than to purchase out. The crux of this solution lays 
with this development, in that 975 Nostrand Avenue sits 
comfortably in the center of this void. 

Associated Supermarkets

As previously mentioned, there is an existing agreement with Associated Supermarkets for a 
16,000sf of ground fl oor space plus 5,000sf of cellar space in the new building. This agreement in 
itself is less of a limiting factor but a great value in securing a tenant that provides greatly needed 
services to its neighborhood.

Keeping in line with the project’s aim in being a contextual, reactionary development to the needs of 
the community, the contractural agreement that already exists between JDJ Development LLC and
Associated Supermarkets for a ground fl oor lease, at the minimum, ensures that the new building 
will bring about a vital amenity for any healthy community.

Secured Tenancy Contract with Associated Supermarkets

Total 21,000 sf
(16,000 sf of Ground Floor + 5,000sf of Cellar)

Due to the availability of the Fresh Program, the existing agreement with Associated Supermarkets
allows the development to add 20,000sf of additional fl oor area for having provided the neighborhood 
with a necessary program; a mutually benefi cial opportunity.
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Trends and Patterns: Food & Beverage

The Neighborhood Analysis Map highlights the concentration of food & beverage around the site 
where a clear north-south pattern can be visible going down Nostrand Avenue. The site, being 
relatively large, has the opportunity to cater for food & beverage programs on the ground fl oor. The 
development would benefi t from food & beverage tenants geared towards profi les of students and 
families and, with the lingering eff ects of the pandemic in mind, tenants with large portions of their 
revenue coming from deliveries and takeouts. Preference would be given to those with low levels of 
operational requirements i.e. no wood fi re oven pizza shops and bakeries etc.

Low Operations F&B
Continuing with the theme of ‘low operations’, potential food & beverage tenant base considerations 
will be made for those that are already common or have proven success with low operations in the 
form of food trucks, such as coff ee, tacos, “Caribbean King Mobile Food Truck” etc.
These spaces could be made to open to the public through window openings, benefi ting as well as 
encouraging a takeaway culture. This aspect would be ideal for students and parents commuting 
through Nostrand Avenue.

Sample Images

Figure: Built in window cafe                   Figure: Built in Salad takeaway window shop
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Charles Pan-Fried Chicken
An additional F&B component will be located in the most north-western corner of the development 
where it is exposed to the most foot traffi  c and adjacent to Star Scholar’s Academy entrance on 
the ground fl oor. A Harlem and Upper West Side popular franchise named “Charles Pan-Fried 
Chicken”, will tenant this space. The selection of this specifi c F&B tenant was made with our 
confi dence in their successful track record, and its popularity amongst both children and adults, two 
target demographics that will frequent the building. 

Figure: Charles Pan-Fried Chicken, Harlem; Opening day popularity
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Housing Committee Meeting: January 2022

The fi rst Housing Committee Meeting of 2022 was very informative as to the current community 
sentiment towards housing as well as its desires for future developments and below are few 
highlighted relevant topics.

Bronx Fire

From the get go, residents expressed concerns regarding safety following the Bronx disaster. and 
the need to ensure preventative measures are taken regarding fi re safety. These measures would 
ideally look into the existing fi re safety system in buildings as well as the responsiveness and 
approachability  to buildings by the fi re department.

Housing

Regarding housing, given the number of familes fi nancially burdened by the pandemic, there was 
discontent at the level of vacancies in new developments that had occured in the neighborhood in 
the last several years and questions as to whether future development pipelines should be supported 
when the current supply is not fully being occupied. 

District Board 9 Chair, Fred Baptiste, expressed that much of these vacancies were due to aggressive 
speculations that have failed to materialize in occupancies. As to the type of new buildings he 
would like to see, he showed a gravitas towards rental products in line with the demographic of 
Crown Heights, and ones that potentially lead to home ownership, in which provides greater sense 
of ownership and participation with the greater neighborhood.

Additionally, in the face of Crown Heights trending a loss in its historical character, there was 
expressed desires for more contextual zoning in which new developments would adhere, respect, 
and pay homage to the existing urban fabric of the neighborhood.

These comments show an awareness of heightened intentional vacancies by landlords leading to 
frustration and discontent by the residents that the neighborhood’s housing supply is not fully being 
utilized to help those in need. Having witnessed many developments in their neighborhood that have 
taken this route, just waiting for rental rates to rise back up before listing those units back on the 
market again, there is defi nitely a desire for  hightened level of communication from the developers 
and landlords in the neighborhood as well as their involvement in providing what is best for the 
community.
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Figure: Bronx Fire Tragedy, January 9, 2022; highlighting the importance of fi re safety.

Figure: CITYLIMITS October 15, 2020 headline regarding Warehousing of Vacant Aff ordable Apartments
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Demographic

There are few demographic trends that stand out and provide further substance to the development 
at hand.

• District 9’s population density is comparatively higher than its immediate peers. The density, 
coupled with the increased number of secondary level schools in the district, provide a target 
demographic of families with children.

• Crime rates have risen in the last couple of years and potential crime is prevalent in the back of 
every New Yorker’s mind. This has not only elevated car ownership in the city, but also made 
the metric of neighborhood crime rates a much more important one when people, especially 
families with children, choose their next home. Having said that, District 9, has one of the 
lowest crime rates in New York City, providing a healthy pedestrian environment for all ages.

• Unemployment rate in District 9 is considerably higher than both the New York City and 
Brooklyn Average of 4.4%. This may indicate a hightened resident desire for learning certain 
skills to break back into the workforce. The partnership and tenancy with Star Scholars Academy 
could provide this service periodically to the greater community.

• District 9’s average percentage of rent burden is relatively high, even compared to that 
of Brooklyn. This indicates the district’s need for more aff ordable homes. As a result, 
the forthcoming development will develop the residential portion with a mixed-income 
demographic, setting aside a percentage of units for low-income households. The development 
will proceed with the Low Income Housing Tax Credit application and adhere all unit and 
tenant income requirements as per guidelines.
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Site Analysis

Crown’s Corner - Lot 6 & Lot 17

As already alluded by the prominence of food & beverage stores running along Nostrand Avenue, 
the site’s western portion remains the section of the site with the most foot traffi  c throughout the day. 
This foot traffi  c is only intensifi ed -at varying levels throughout the day, work/school commute- by 
the Sterling Subway Station for the lines 2 and 5 that sits just a block south of the site.

Clove Road to the east of the site is comparatively much quieter than its opposite Nostrand Avenue 
and across Clove Road from the site currently sits three to four fl oor residential buildings. The street 
itself is currently being used as parking as a temporary use. Not a lot of activity on this street can be 
assumed unless new development address otherwise.

South of the site, the lots of which directly touch the southern side of lot 6, currently houses a prewar 
residential building with retail on the ground fl oor, and to the right is Gethsemane, Church Aventiste.

An additional note is given to the new development directly across the road on Nostrand Avenue, 
named ‘The Plex Brooklyn’ that provides comparative market features valuable for market 
assumptions.

Proximity to Subway Lines: 1 minute

Schools and Work commutes driving healthy foot traffi  c

Associated Supermarkets attracts foot traffi  c directly to site

Potential to acquire Lot 17 and obtain corner lot features
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Source: maps.NYC.gov

Lot 6 & Lot 17 Digital Tax Map

Key 

1. Middle School 61 Dr. Gladstone H. Atwell
2. Associated Beth Rivkah Schools
3. Public School 161
4. Medgar Evers College Prepatory School

5. Gethsemane, Church Aventiste

6. Doger Playground
7. Marc And Jason’s Playground

2 5
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Source: Google Earth

Direct Adjacencies

     Key

     1. Public School 161
     2. Associated Beth Rivkah Schools
     3. Medgar Evers College & Prepatory School
     4. Middle School 61 Dr. Gladstone H. Atwell

     5. Marc And Jason’s Playground
     6. Dodger Playground

     7. The Plex Brooklyn (comparable development)
     8. Gas Station
     9. Church
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Direct Adjacencies

Site Approach

Given the position of Sterling Subway Station (2 and 5 lines) being a block away south of the site, it 
can be expected that a large portion of the foot traffi  c to and from this direction. This main approach 
direction should be taken into consideration when determining lobby locations for the multifamily 
portion.

Nostrand Avenue

In addition to the subway station, the urban footprint of food & beverage programs on Nostrand 
Avenue will make the western streetface of the development to remain the busiest throughout the 
day and night. With Associated Supermarkets planned to move into the ground fl oor, their location 
and entrance will be strategically placed to benefi t its foot traffi  c exposure.

Schools

One element clearly displayed on the Direct Adjacencies map is the site’s proximity to schools; four 
within a two block radius. This shows the attraction value of the development to potential family 
households with children already attending, and looking to attend these schools. Additionally, a 
tenant base tied to a duration of a child’s stay in a school, will be relatively longer, translating to 
longer lease periods and likeliness of renweal.

Quiet Street

Clove Road, east of the site, currently exhibits the least activity of all the surrounding streets and this 
level of activity could be ideal in maintaining with the new development for two reasons.
 1. Minimize noise levels in consideration for residential buildings across the road.
 2. Ideal location for loading dock; away from main foot traffi  c.

The Plex Brooklyn

The Plex Brooklyn is a relatively new multifamily building, built in 2009. It has 98 units housed 
within seven fl oors of operation. This building along with a few other newer projects in the 
neighborhood will provided comparable metrics for projections of this development.
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Need for Parking

Drivers for an underground parking facility.

1. Currently, a large portion of the site behind the church as well as Clove Road, is being used 
as a temporary parking facility proving the neighborhood’s immediate need for more parking. 
Additionally, the presence of too many parked cars on the streets may not be favorable to 
tenants and other residents in the neighborhood, especially during times of worship when the 
areas around the church will be more densely populated.

2. Covid 19 and the pandemic brought about great value in car ownership and this is evident by 
the common headlines over the last two years (2020-2021) and said articles reporting a 40% 
increase in car ownership in New York City. 

• Although a city known for its public transport system, concerns regarding health on 
congested subways as well as increasing levels of violence in and around the stations 
has caused enough concern for the general public to cash out the extra premium for car 
ownership and related carry costs such as parking and insurance.

• The two consecutive years having been confi ned to the home has drastically increased 
people’s desires to move around freely which has in turn fueled the uptick in car ownership.

As such the provision of parking to both the residents/users of the building and the immediate 
community at large will not only be a viable economic investment with great drivers of stable 
growth, but also through discounts to immediate neighbors, be satisfying a need and desire that is 
projected to be permanent following the pandemic.

Operations

Operations of the ground and cellar fl oor car park will take in the form 
of in house building management team and be given preferential lease 
rights to residential, community and commercial tenants proportionately 
with a portion set aside for public visitors and a fi nal portion set aside 
for preferential lease rights to residents in homes within two blocks from 
the development site.
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Figure: Caranddriver.com Headline. August 15, 2021

Figure: Bisnow.com Headline. September 23, 2021

Figure: Thenewyorktimes.com Headline. August 12, 2020.

Figure: Fortune.com Headline. May 8, 2021.
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Brownfi eld Cleanup Program

Although not to the severity of an ‘e’ designation by the city, Crown’s Corner’s soil is subject to a 
long history of fi ll that has lead to measurable contamination levels fi t to qualify for the New York 
State Brownfi eld Cleanup Program (DCP). 

On November 3rd, 2021, JDJ developments fi led for an application for the Brownfi eld Cleanup 
Program with the state of New York and with doing so, we believe the benefi ts that follow in the 
form of a contaminate-free foundations, as well as tax credits, will provide investor confi dence in 
the construction and overall development moving forward.

    Estimated remediation costs:    $15,000,000
       $199 per assemblage square foot
    Brownfi eld Cleanup Program Tax Credits to be funded: $15,000,000

The BCP allows participants to remediate a contaminated piece of real 
property in exchange for tax credits that can total up to 50% of the 
qualifi ed remediation costs incurred to clean the property, and 24% of 
the qualifi ed construction costs incurred to develop the property after 

it has been remediated

Hodgson Russ ATTORNEYS LLP
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Source: US Environmental Protection Agency
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Zoning

975 Nostrand Avenue & 967 Nostrand Avenue

Address

Lot

Street

Total Area (sf)

Zoning Designation

Community District

Transit Zone

Fresh Zone

Inclusionary Housing

MIH

Residen  al FAR

3.44
Narrow Street

Wide Street

Residen  al FAR

4.00

Community FAR

4.80
Commercial FAR

2.0

975 Nostrand Avenue, 11225

6

Wide

59,633

R7-1   C2-3

9

Yes

Yes

No

No

967 Nostrand Avenue, 11225

17

Wide

15,734

R7-1   C2-3

9

Yes

Yes

No

No
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Zoning FAR Calculation Methodology

Base Map

• Base Map with existing Lot 6 and Lot 17 boundaries
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*Source: https://www1.nyc.gov/site/planning/zoning/glossary.page

Lot Types and Street Width Identifi cation

• As FAR diff ers dependant on its adjacent street width, WIDE and NARROW streets are 
identifi ed

• Nostrand Avenue is subject to both WIDE and NARROW streets. As a result, a center line of 
Sullivan Place has been extended to identify specifi cally wheres this change occurs

• Lot 6 divided based on corner lot (100 feet) requirements

Wide Street*: A wide street is a street that is 75 feet or more in width. Most bulk regulations applicable to wide streets are 
also applicable to buildings on intersecting streets within 100 feet of a wide street
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Lot Types and Street Width Identifi cation

• Total Assemblage subdivision based on street width & corner lot requirements

• Subdivision A:   Interior Lot & Narrow Street 32,028 sf
• Subdivision B:   Interior Lot & Wide Street 30,144 sf
• Subdivision C:   Interior Lot & Narrow Street 2,330 sf
• Subdivision D:   Corner lot & Narrow Street 10,865 sf
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FAR Calculation based on Assemblage Subdivisions (A+B+C+D)

• Although maximum ZFA based on community based FAR is equal to 361,762 sf, plus bonus(es), 
this development project has a maximum 29,413 sf of community space planned, thereby 
making the total ZFA for this project:   greater of residential max or commercial max (276,143 
sf), plus planned community space (29,413 sf), plus any relevant bonus structures such as the 
FRESH Program, Zone Green incentive and bonus as a result of qualifying accessory parking 
on the ground fl oor.
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 ZFA Calculation Summary

TOTAL RESIDENTIAL A + B TOTAL RESIDENTIAL A + BTOTAL RESIDENTIAL A + B

TOTAL COMMUNITY TOTAL COMMUNITYTOTAL COMMUNITY

TOTAL RETAIL

5,456 SF Below Grade

35,031 SF Below Grade

TOTAL RETAILTOTAL RETAIL

TOTAL CARPARK TOTAL CARPARKTOTAL CARPARK

TOTAL ZFA TOTAL BUILDABLETOTAL LEASABLE

272,533 280,962226,661

ZFA BuildableLeasable

26,825 27,65523,507

16,904 22,88322,883

17,937 53,52348,171

343,693 415,413321,221
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Building Profi le

Address:   975 Nostrand Avenue & 420 Montgomery Street
Type:    Mixed-Use & Mixed-Income Multifamily
Units:    332
Aff ordable:   26% @ 60% AMI

Area Summary
Total Assemblage Area:  75,367 SF
Gross Buildable Floor Area: 415,413 SF (incl. of 61,090 SF basement fl oor)

Zoning Floor Area:  343,693 SF
Leasable Floor Area:  321,221 SF

Leasable Area Program Breakdown 
Residential:   226,661 SF
Community:   23,507 SF
Retail:    22,883 SF
Parking:   48,171 SF

Massing
Building Height:   90’-0” measured from datum
QGF Height:   17’-0” measured from datum
Lot Coverage:   65%
Typ. Floor Plate Depth:  67’-0”

Building

Crown’s Corner - 975 Nostrand Ave & The Mont 420
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Massing & Design/Planning Features

The overall massing of Crown’s Corner is conceived by the existing lot formations that form the 
assemblage. As such, the building takes on a natural triangular shape with two extended legs, 
forming an extrusion of the letter ‘A’. 

Building Height
Achieving a <0.6% margin within maximum FAR, Crown’s Corner (Crown 975 & The Mont 420) 
consists of an overall 8 fl oors. At its highest, the building sits at an elevation of 90’ to the top of 
fi nished roof slab (not accounting parapet and additional bulkhead).

Building Base
The base of the building encompasses majority of the assemblage with the exception of the northern 
and south-western public plaza. However, because the maximum height of the base (measured as an 
average between the highest elevation of the assemblage and the lowest elevation of the assemblage) 
does not exceed 23’, any portion that does not have additional fl oor plates/massing above, is deemed 
open space and does not contribute towards the overall lot coverage. 

Typ. Floorplates
The fl oorplates measuring an average 67’ allows for ample depth and fl exibility in the design of the 
residential units as well as accounts for the additional thickness required thickness required in the 
makeup of the facade in order to satisfy the Zone Green required energy standards. 

Inner Courts
The provision of two inner courts allows greatly increased facade surface area to accommodate the 
maximum number of units allowable on the assemblage.

Street Wall & Scale
The varying street wall heights and the use of numerous building materials allows the relatively 
large development to take on multiple architectural themes and conceives a perceived scale smaller 
than its actual size. In the advanced developments of the design, this idea of scale and plurality 
must constantly be emphasized as to respect and maintain the scale of the existing urban footprint 
as much as possible.
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Massing & Design Features cont’dNorth of the Development looking south

The Mont 420 Entrance
The Mont 420 residential lobby and entrance located on the 
North East corner of the development. This allows the entrance 
to be in close proximity towards the carpark entrance that 
exists down Clove Road. Direct access to the carpark from the 
interiors of the building will also be provided.

Carpark & Loading Dock Access
Carpark vehicle entrance, pedestrian entrance as 
well as the building loading dock will be located 
along the center and southern end of Clove Road. 
This location is ideal for this vehicular use as Clove 
Road is subject to the least pedestrian foot traffi  c.

SSA & Charle’s Chicken Entrance
SSA Ground Floor lobby and Charle’s Chicken 
entrance located on the far north-western corner 
of the development facing the public plaza.

Public Plaza
Public Plaza provided on the 
most northern corner of the 
development; servicing the 
public, The Mont 420, and Star 
Scholars Academy
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North of the Development looking south at Star Scholars Academy entrance Massing & Design Features cont’d
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CROWN 975 Residential Entrance
CROWN 975 Residential lobby and entrance located in close 
proximity to subway entrance to the south and conveniently 
positioned in between the carpark and Associated 
Supermarkets.

Public Plaza
Public Plaza provided in 
between the residential lobby 
and carpark.

Carpark Nostrand Ave Entrance (pedestrian only)
The carpark will have two pedestrian entrances; one here 
on the Nostrand Avenue side, as well as one on Clove Road 
where the vehicle entrance is also located.

Associated Supermarkets Entrance
Associated Supermarket entrance located on the 
street with most foot traffi  c and in close proximity 
to the subway entrance to the south.

Massing & Design Features cont’dView from Nostrand Avenue
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Leasable  Billboards
Two building billboards facing south available for lease. This 
revenue stream should be available as long as the buildings 
south of the development do not increase signifi cantly in height. 
Currently, the adjacent buildings sit at a height similar to the base 
height of 23’.

Building Material & Plurality
Various material used throughout the exterior of 
the building to give the eff ect of appearing like 
multiple buildings

Rooftop Amenity Space
Extensive rooftop amenity space 
is provided for the multifamily 
residents of both building A and B

Base Height & Open Space 
1st fl oor base is below 23’ in height and thus any 
area with no extra fl oor plates above is able to be 
considered ‘open space’, making it possible to 
satisfy the 65% maximum lot coverage.

View from south looking north Massing & Design Features cont’d
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Massing & Design Features cont’d2nd Floor Outdoor Court for Star Scholar’s Academy use
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2nd Floor Outdoor Court for Residential Use Massing & Design Features cont’d
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Street Wall Set Back Massing & Design Features cont’d
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Roof Plan Massing & Design Features cont’d
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Floor Plans

Ground Floor

Residential: 14,328 SF
Retail:  17,427 SF
Community: 1,056 SF 
Car Park: 18,492 SF
BOH:  9,787 SF
Total:  61,090 SF
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Residential Lobbies - Crown 975 & The Mont 420
Crown 975 and The Mont 420 have their separate lobbies as it was determined that the development 
spans too far horizontally to justify a single residential lobby. In each of their respective lobbies, 
there will be a reception, mail room, package room with Amazon Hubs, leasing offi  ces, and other 
required miscellaneous spaces.

Associated Supermarkets
Associated Supermarket entrance is located on the street with most foot traffi  c, Nostrand Avenue, 
and in close proximity to the subway entrance to the south. Its orientation on the ground fl oor allows 
it to have great window exposure.

F&B
The F&B  component has been located in the most north-western corner of the development where it 
is exposed to the most foot traffi  c. A Harlem and Upper West Side popular franchise named “Charles 
Pan-Fried Chicken”, will tenant this space. The selection of this specifi c F&B tenant was made with 
its popularity to both children and adults, two target demographics that will frequent the building. 

Car Park
The ground fl oor car park component is located on the southern edge of the development facing 
directly existing buildings on the adjacent lot. This lack of window exposure in this area thus makes 
it ideal to house the car park. This fl oor will house the administrative spaces required for the car 
park services. The rest of the space designated to parking, including that in the basement level, will 
accommodate double stacker car parks with a total of 267 spaces. 
It should be noted that all the retail tenants in the development, highly benefi t from the development 
having this parking program as it naturally brings an increased amount of patrons directly to their 
building.

Cafe
The position of the cafe was determined as to benefi t off  the foot traffi  c coming in and out of both 
the Crown 975’s lobby as well as daily commuters using the car park. as it is here where the main 
pedestrian entrance for the car park is located. Given the extended 62’ width of the outwards facing 
court, the Cafe will be visible on Nostrand Avenue also.

BOH
The BOH/Mech space listed is inclusive of the loading dock and includes a 5’ wide corridor that 
spans throughout the development as to give all the tenants access to the single, shared dock.

Variance at northern corner
The project will seek zoning variance regarding the open plaza in the northern corner of the 
development. As the design stands, it would require exception to corner lot lot coverage, and street 
wall requirements. The case in favor of the variance is that the public plaza provides a safe and 
controlled space in front of a student and children orientated program (Star Scholar’s Academy). 
Additionally, it also greatly increases visibility at the intersection at which the corner faces -compared 
to a scenario in which the corner was fully built out.
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2nd Floor

Residential: 23,932 SF
Community: 26,599 SF 
Total:  50,531 SF

The second fl oor houses the main spaces for Star Scholar’s 
Academy. Due to its orientation, Star Scholar’s Academy 
receives a great amount of window exposure as well as a private 
inner court for their own use. The rest of the fl oor is dedicated to 
residential use, mainly amenities, as well as the fi rst fl oor of units 
to the side facing east.
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3rd-5th Floor

The 3rd to 5th Typ. fl oors are the largest fl oor plates of the 
residential program. Take note of the inner court dimensions that 
satisfy the zoning requirement of a minimum 30’ of no obstruction 
from the face of window.

23-852 Inner Court Recesses
“the width of an inner court recess shall be at least equal to the 
depth of the inner court recess, except that such width need not 
exceed 30 feet.”

Residential: 50,531 SF
Total:  50,531 SF
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6th Floor - Residential Floor Typ. Demising Layout

Residential: 35,172 SF
Total:  35,172 SF

Average Unit Size
Studio: 400 SF
1 Bed: 700 SF
2 Bed: 1,004 SF
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Source: Streeteasy.com - 662 Pacifi c Street & 250 Gold Street

Typical Residential Unit Finish/Fixtures Board
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7th Floor

Residential: 34,028 SF
Total:  34,028 SF
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8th Floor

Residential: 21,909 SF
Total:  21,909 SF
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Amenities

A myriad of amenities will be provided across the two buildings. More often than not, the residents 
of each building will have access to all the amenities across the entire development. 

Coming off  of the pandemic, the premium to the amenities within residential apartment buildings 
has defi nitely gone up in value as people search for more activities and leisure within footsteps of 
their doors. As such, the selection of the amenities are centered around leisure and lifestyle that 
provide residents with plenty of activities within the building itself.

01)  Bike Storage
02)  Fitness Room
03)  Lounge
04)  Study Lounge
05)  Gaming Lounge
06)  Mailroom

Amenities List

07)  Package Rooms w/ Amazon Hub
08)  Chilled Storage
09)  Laundry Services (units also have w/d)
10)  Kid’s Room
11)  Private Inside Facing Courtyard
12)  Rooftop Deck
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Highlighted Zoning Requirements 

Building Height Guidelines

Related Zoning Regulations - number coded to relevant areas

Max Bldg Height (Wide ST W/ Fresh Bonus) 95’-0”
Max Bldg Height (Narrow ST W/ Fresh Bonus) 90’-0”

Max Bldg Height (Wide ST W/ QGF) 80’-0”
Max Bldg Height (Narrow ST W/ QGF Bonus) 75’-0”

Max Base Height (Narrow St) 65’-0”

Min Basee Height 40’-0”

QGF Maximum Height  23-0”

Datum (average of GF elevation) 0-’0”

1. 1.

1.

2.

3.

4.

4.
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23-86 Minimum Distance Between Legally Required Windows and Walls or Lot Lines
- “the minimum distance between a legally required window and:
(a) any wall;
(b) a rear lot line, or vertical projection thereof; or
(c) a side lot line, or vertical projection thereof;
shall be 30 feet, measured in a horizontal plane at the sill level of, and perpendicular to, such window 
for the full width of the rough window opening; provided, however, that a legally required window 
may open on any outer court meeting the requirements of Section 23-84 (Outer Court Regulations)

23-863 Minimum Distance Between Legally Required Windows and Any Wall in an Inner 
Court
- “the minimum horizontal distance between a legally required window opening on an inner court 
and any wall opposite such window on the same zoning lot shall not be less than 30 feet.”

23-842 Wide Outer Courts
R7 - “if an outer court is 30 feet or more in width, an outer court may extend to any depth.”

23-85 Inner Court Regulations
23-851 Minimum Dimensions of Inner Courts
- “the area of an inner court shall not be less than 1,200 square feet, and the minimum dimension of 
such inner court shall not be less than 30 feet.”
- “where the perimeter walls of such small inner court exceed a height of 75 feet, as measured from 
the lowest level of such inner court, at least 50 percent of such perimeter walls above a height of 
75 feet shall set back 10 feet from the court opening. However, the depth of such required setback 
may be reduced one foot for every foot the minimum dimension of such court exceeds a width of 
10 feet.”

23-852 Inner Court Recesses
- “the width of an inner court recess shall be at least equal to the depth of the inner court recess, 
except that such width need not exceed 30 feet.”

23-662 Maximum height of buildings and setback regulations
Setback Requirements
For all Quality Housing buildings, a setback shall be provided in accordance with the following 
regulations...a setback with a depth of at least 10 feet shall be provided from any street wall fronting 
a wide street, and a setback with a depth of at least 15 feet shall be provided from any street wall 
fronting on a narrow street...The depth of such required setback may be reduced by one foot for 
every foot that the street wall is located beyond the street line, but in no event shall a setback of less 
than seven feet in depth be provided...

1.

2.

3.

4.
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1.

1.

1.

2.

3.

3.

4.

4.

4.

4.
4.

Related Zoning Regulations - number coded to relevant areas
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Lot Coverage Analysis

Base Height & Open Space 
1st fl oor base is below 23’ in height and thus any area with no extra fl oor plates above is able to be considered 
‘open space’, making it possible to satisfy the 65% maximum lot coverage.
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Residential Split & Option for Condo Conversion

• Given the signifi cant size of the Crown’s Corner development, there exists possibility for the 
project to be divided into two buildings within the residential portion, Building A (The Mont 
420) and Building B (Crown 975). Strategically, this presents an added option of marketing and 
turning one of the buildings into a condo sale, which provides the business further fl exibility in 
the sale and disposition of the property to suit business operations going forward.

• In order to support this strategy, the residential portions of the development will be managed by 
one entity, however managed as two separate multifamily projects.

• In the planning of the development, two residential lobbies, two elevator cores and two 
mailrooms are provided along with both shared and individual BOH areas.

• Because the massing conceives the building as two separate buildings once above the second 
fl oor (although touching), two separate residential corridors will serve each building

Building A and B split
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Source: https://www.theparkline.com/

Precedent Developments

Building: The Parkline
Address:  626 Flatbush Avenue
Submarket: Brooklyn - Leff erts Manor Historic District
Year Built: 2015
No. of Units: 254

• 24 Story rental development located adjacent and on the east side 
of Prospect Park.
• Off ers units ranging studios to three bedrooms with designer 
fi nishes and in-home washer and dryers.
• LEED Gold and ENERGY STAR rated and a benchmark for green 
buildings in Brooklyn.
• Ammenites - concierge-attended lobby, fi replace penthouse lounge, 
private chef’s kitchen and bar, gaming room, fi tness center, screening 
room, yoga studio, on-site car & bike parking, pet grooming room, 
children’s room, resident storage and vegetable garden.

The Parkline

Market Analysis

Brooklyn Crown Heights / Adjacencies
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Source: https://patch.com/new-york/brooklyn/directory/listing/54039/leasing-begins-at-409-eastern-parkway-in-crown-
heights
https://therealdeal.com/2019/01/28/adam-america-locks-in-refi -of-crown-heights-luxury-building/
https://www.helloalbemarle.com/

Building: 409 Eastern Parkway
Address:  409 Eastern Parkway
Submarket: Brooklyn - Crown Heights
Year Built: 2018
No. of Units: 186

• Condo and Residential combination building.
• 35 of its residential units are aff ordable.
• Range of units from studios to two bedrooms.
• Amenities total 17,000 square feet which includes a co-
working space, game room, childrens room, screening 
room, wet room, fi tness room, additional laundry room, 
landscaped central courtyard, library, kitchenette, 
communal lounge and rooftop lounging areas.
• In house washer and dryers.
• Retail spaces available on ground fl oor

Building: Hello Albemarle
Address:  2417 Albemarle Road
Submarket: Brooklyn - Little Caribbean
Year Built: 2015
No. of Units: 44

• Within a low-rise apartment neighborhood landscape.
• One and two bedroom residences.
• All units have access to a terrace.
• Private elevators opening directly into the apartment.
• In house washer and dryer.
• Ammenities include, bike storage, private parking, 
lanscaped courtyard, barbecue, sunbathing area, outdoor 
lounge, outdoor gaming area, private covered parking, 
bike storage and rentable individual private storage.
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Source: https://streeteasy.com/building/815-fl atbush-avenue-brooklyn
https://www.zillow.com/b/815-fl atbush-ave-brooklyn-ny-97d5TS/

Building: 815 Flatbush Avenue
Address:  815 Flatbush Avenue
Submarket: Brooklyn - Little Caribbean
Year Built: 2021
No. of Units: 76

• 8 fl oor development located between Propsect 
Leff erts Garden and Flatbush neighborhoods, just a 
few moments away from Prospect Park.
• Three fl oors of amenities that include, parking, private 
gym, screening room, game room, laundry room, 
tenant storage, roof deck, lounge area and outdoor 
grilling space.
• In house washer and dryer
• Kept exposed concrete as used material in the unit 
interiors -sand blasted concrete.
• Currently listed on market for an unknown price.

Building: The Clark
Address:  310 Clarkson Avenue
Submarket: Brooklyn - Prospect Leff erts Gardens
Year Built: 2018
No. of Units: 170

• Units range from studios to 3 bedrooms.
• In house washer and dryers.
• Amenities include, landscaped rooftop terrace with 
barbecues, fresh delivery services, covered parking, 
indoor bike parking, storage lockers, resident lounge, 
dog run and washing station, fi tness room, co-working 
area.
• Sustainable living designed to meet LEED Silver 
standards.
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Residential Market Rent Assumptions

• Contextualized and adjusted market rents for The Crown 975 and The Mont 420

Studio $2,000
per month

$5.00
per sf

$3,290
per month

$4.70
per sf

$4,502
per month

$4.49
per sf

400 sf

700 sf

1004 sf

1 Bed

2 Bed
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Community Lease Rent Assumptions

• Contextualized and adjusted market rents for “Star Scholars Academy

2nd Floor Plan

Stars Scholars Academy main space 
located on second fl oor of the building 
encompassing the entire western and 
majority of the souther portion of the 
fl oorplan with an additional provision of 
an inside facing outdoor court.

The entrance is located on the ground 
fl oor facing the public plaza on the 
northern corner of the development.

2nd Fl:  22,609 sf
Ground Fl: 898 sf 

$36.94
per sf

23,507 sf
leaseable area
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Commercial/Retail Lease Rent Assumptions

• Commercial/Retail rental rates determined based on existing lease agreements with Star 
Scholar’s Academy

Associated Supermarkets Lease Terms

• 16,000sf of ground fl oor space plus 5,000sf of cellar space
• 15 year term plus two consecutive 5-year renewal options
• $40/sf (calculated on the ground fl oor only) annual rent, plus payment of directly metered 

utilities and assessed real estate taxes
• rent escalates 2% per year starting in year 3
• 6 months of free rent at commencement. 

Ground Floor Plan

The retail components of the development 
are located along Nostrand Avenue and 
cater to its high foot traffi  c. Associated 
Supermarkets takes the majority space 
along the western edge while Charles 
Pan-Fried Chicken and Cafe are located 
next to the northern and southern public 
plaza

 Associated Supermarkets: 15,231 sf
Charles Pan-Fried Chicken: 1583 sf
Cafe: 613 sf

$40.00
per sf

22,883 sf
leaseable area
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Source: https://www.propertyshark.com/mason/Property/148003/752-754-Pacifi c-St-Brooklyn-NY-11238/
https://therealdeal.com/2019/10/23/tf-cornerstones-prospect-heights-two-tower-project-unveiled/
https://therealdeal.com/2019/02/27/tf-cornerstone-paid-143m-for-paci  c-park-development-sites/

Construction Cost Precedent

The overall construction cost estimates references the project ‘Pacifc Park -595 Dean St’ that is 
currently under construction (as of early 2021).

Pacifi c Park, Brooklyn NYC

Pacifi c Park, developed by TF Cornerstone and designed by Handel Architects, the same architects 
under contract for this development, is a mixed-income multifamily project located in Prospect 
Heights and one block away from Atlantic Avenue. It is of traditional structural concrete construction 
with an accented brick and window facade. Having had the ground fl oor and basement fl oor designed 
for retail, and 30% of the 800 units given aff ordable designation, the overall scope of Pacifi c Park 
mimics closely the objectives for ‘Crown 975’ and ‘Mont 420’. As such, Pacifi c Park is split into 
two separate towers that connect on enlarged fl oor plats on the ground and basement fl oor.

In contrast, Pacifi c Park totals 23 fl oors and is signifi cantly higher than this development. Therefore, 
the discount to the lesser 8 fl oor system will be taken into account in overall hard cost estimates.

Pacifi c Park Construction Costs
Crown’s Corner

Estimated Construction Costs

$682
per Buildable Area

$612
per Buildable Area
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Photo By: Michael Young

Pacifi c Park Under Construction, February 6, 2022.
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Total Unlevered Cost

$231 M
$ per buildable sf

$557

$ per buildable sf

$612
Total Levered Cost

$254 M

Development Budget

Crown’s Corner, Brooklyn, NY

Cost Breakdown

Site Acquisition Costs:    $65,145,000
Site Preparation Costs:    $15,000,000
Soft Costs:     $10,248,951
Hard Costs:     $129,330,000
Other Development Costs:    $11,500,000
Financing Costs:     $22,981,244

Total Levered Development Budget:  $254,205,195

25.6%

5.9%

4.0%

50.9%

4.5%

9.0%
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Crown’s Corner Development Budget
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Investment & Construction Schedule

4 Years
Investment Hold Duration

18 Months
To Stabilization from

start of lease-up

2 Years
Construction Period

03/31/2022 03/31/2026

Begin Lease-up 6 months before 
completion of Construction through 
Temporary Certifi cate of Occupancy.

Hard Costs begins 2 months before the 
completion of soft items in the means of the 
brownfi eld cleanup process

Architect:  Handel Architects
MEP Engineer: Cosentini Associates
Structural Engineer: DeSimone Consulting Engineers
Envelope Consultant: Vidaris
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Consultants

Architectural Consultants: Handel Architects

• Founded in 1984 by Gary Handel and has 
approximately 180 employees spread across its 
offi  ces in New York, Boston, San Francisco and 
Hong Kong.
• Industry leaders in green/passive building and 
multifamily design.
• Recently designed the 800 unit Pacifi c Park 
projected located close to this development site.

MEP Consultants: Cosentini Associates

• Headquartered in NYC, Cosentini has a 70 year 
track record with current employee numbers 
approximately at 300.
• Other offi  ces in Boston, Chicago, Philadelphia and 
Houston.
• The MEP Consultants for the referenced Pacifi c 
Park project.

Envelope Consultant: Vidaris

• 400 Employee company that specializes in 
building envelopes, energy & sustainability, code & 
plannning etc.
• Has extensive history in working together with 
Handel Architects on projects in NYC.
• Vital component of design team in order to achieve 
Zone Green satisfactory requirements.

Structural Consultants: DeSimone

• Founded in 1969 in NYC, the company provides 
structural engineering services to architects, owners 
and developers.
• Offi  ces in NYC, Miami, San Francisco, New 
Haven, Las Vegas, Houston, Abu Dhabi, Boston, 
Chicago and Medellin.
• Recognized for its work with exoskeleton 
buildings.
• Track record of completing diffi  cult projects such 
as ones designed by Zaha Hadid.
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Unit Mix & Rent

Financial Analysis

Assumptions

Studio $2,000 $1,410

1 Bed $3,290 $1,510

2 Bed $4,502 $1,812

Market Rate Aff ordable Rate
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• The fi nancing of the acquisition and construction loan will be provided by Wells Fargo to 
the borrower Crown’s Corner LLC at an overall leverage of 65% inclusive of any required 
reserves.

Financing Assumptions

$254 M
Total Development Cost

5.1%
All-in-Rate (Floating)

$165 M
Total Loan Funding

65%
LTC
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$15 M
LIHTC Funding

$15 M
BCPTC Funding

LIHTC & BCP Funding
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Development Capital Stack

Joint Venture Assumptions

Sell Scenario Assumptions

$254 M
Total Development Cost

$165 M
65.0%

Total Debt

Loan 65.0%

TC Funding 12%

Equity 23%
$53.3 M

21.0%
LP Equity

$6 M
2.4%

GP Equity

$15.0 M
5.9%

LIHTC

$14.7 M
5.8%

BCPTC

• The sale of Crown’s Corner is scheduled at the end of year 4, at which point the property will 
be fully tenanted and stabilized.

• Due to the characteristics of the property, such as the strong and stable long term cash fl ow in a 
growing sub-market, the ideal buyer is projected to be an institutional investor such as a pension 
fund or insurance company who value stability over opportunity.

• Given the long term investment outlook of the potential buyer, Crown’s Corner presents an 
added incentive in the form of substantial NOI increase when the aff ordability requirements run 
out at the end of year 15. Projected residential NOI YoY Change of 64%. 
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Projected Transaction Summary

Unlevered Project

Levered Project

LP EQUITY

90%

LP GP

LP EQUITY

$53,300,000

LP MULTIPLE

1.5x

LP IRR

15.1%

LP PROFIT

$28,600,000

GP EQUITY

10%

GP EQUITY

$5,900,000

GP MULTIPLE

1.9x

GP IRR (incl promote)

23.4%

IRR

11.2%
Multiple

1.3x

IRR

16.0%
Multiple

1.6x

GP PROFIT

$5,500,000

GP PROJECT PROFIT

$3,200,000

PROMOTE

$2,300,000
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Projected Transaction Summary Cont’d
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Sensitivity Analysis
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Untrended Stabilized Income
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Untrended Stabilized Operating Expenses
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Unlevered Cash Flow
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Unlevered Cash Flow Cont’d

Levered Cash Flow
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Waterfall
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Waterfall cont’d
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